SNDs in Ministry
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SNDs Open Clinic in Kimwenza, Congo
By Sister Marie-Jeanne Kuntonda, SNDdeN

Doctor Zifuakala Matumona
Gerome treats a baby at the Clinic.
The doctor’s gown and equipment
were sent by IMEC.

Miracles happen every day!
The people of Kimwenza, Democratic Republic of the Congo (DRC) and
its surrounding villages marveled at the opening of the René de Haes
Health and Maternity Center (Centre de Santé/Maternité René De Haes),
a new health care ministry of the Congo-Kinshasa Province. In a poor
and confined milieu, adjoining the property of the Sisters of Notre Dame
de Namur, Monseigneur Fidèle Nsielele,
Bishop of the Kisantu Diocese, officiated at
the opening of this center (“the Clinic”)
on October 31, 2009. Many religious,
civil and political leaders joined the
SNDs and the people for a joyous ceremony of blessing, marking direct access
to a clinic in this area, so deprived of
medical care for those living in poverty.
The Sisters opened wide the doors on
November 2 to the sick needing immediate
care. Directed, administered and belonging
to the Sisters of Notre Dame, the Clinic
has already served 658 out-patients,
Sister Chantal Nseka, an SND
given consultations to 105 prenatal
nurse, wearing gown sent by
patients, assisted in the delivery of
IMEC, cares for a young child.
27 babies. There have been 28 surgeries
since the opening. No deaths have been reported at the center in
these two months. Examinations and vaccinations for babies and
small children (infancy to 5 years old), will begin in early 2010.
Named for Father René De Haes, a Jesuit assassinated in May 2005,
the Clinic expands the Mission of the SNDs, supported for many years
by this priest. Built on property donated to the Sisters by the Jesuits,
the center comprises four buildings: a dispensary, two maternity
wards, a building with rooms for patient hospitalization, operating
facilities and offices for consultation. The medical team includes a
full-time doctor, three SNDS serving as administrator, pharmacist and
nurse, five lay nurses and four mid-wives, and two laboratory technicians.
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There are also a business manager, two
receptionists, with personnel for security,
maintenance and cleaning.

Need for a Clinic in Kimwenza
In 2006, the SNDs recognized the poverty of the people living in misery,
without accessibility to medical care in Kimwenza, due to the impassibility of roads to any city with hospitals or clinics. The major route to
Kinshasa was eroded by the rains, and is still dangerous for travel today.
A small dispensary at about 6 kilometers from Kimwenza was destroyed.
Although Kimwenza and surrounding villages have a very dense
population, there has never been any credible or viable medical service
for the people of this region. Without this care, the rate of mortality for
mothers and infants increased radically in the area during a three-year
period. The population found itself in serious difficulty without medical
help, especially during the night time. Medical care reached a crisis
point for a people struggling for survival without a passable route to
any hospital. Then, the pastor of the parish asked the SNDs to construct
a Clinic. The people also went to the Sisters of Notre Dame for help.
The Sisters decided to build, in spite of their own financial needs.

Compassion in Action
First, the Sisters asked for help from the Religieux de Saint Vincent
de Paul (Vincentian Fathers) by submitting a grant proposal for funding.
The Vincentians were able to obtain financial support from the government
to build and equip a dispensary in Kimwenza. They oversaw the project.
The building, however, was incomplete in offering some necessary services.
Next, the Congolese Sisters requested assistance from the SND
Congregation to expand and equip the Clinic as a tri-purpose facility.
On the advice of consultants, the Congregational Mission Office staff
sought assistance from the International Medical Equipment Corporation
(IMEC). This agency of doctors and nurses donate time and energy to
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